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Undoing Complex Survey Data Structures: Some Theory and 

Applications of Inverse Sampling 

J.N.K. Rao, A.J. Scott and E. Benhin 1 

Abstract 
Application of classical statistical methods to data from complex sample surveys without making allowance for the survey 
design features can lead to erroneous inferences. Methods have been developed that account for the survey design, but these 
methods require additional information such as survey weights, design effects or cluster identification for microdata. Inverse 
sampling (Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren 1997) provides an alternative approach by undoing the complex survey data structures 
so that standard methods can be applied. Repeated subsamples with unconditional simple random sampling structure are 
drawn and each subsample analysed by standard methods and then combined to increase the efficiency. This method has the 
potential to preserve confidentiality of microdata, although computer-intensive. We present some theory of inverse sampling 
and explore its limitations. A combined estimating equations approach is proposed for handling complex parameters such as 
ratios and “census” linear regression and logistic regression parameters. The method is applied to a cluster correlated data 
set reported in Battese, Harter and Fuller (1988). 
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1. Introduction 
 

  
There is a fairly clear distinction between the focus of 

traditional sample survey methodology and that of the rest 
of applied statistics. Survey samplers have concentrated on 
developing efficient (but complicated) ways of drawing 
samples to estimate rather simple quantities (population 
means, proportions, totals, etc.). Most other applied statisti-
cians, by contrast, have concentrated on developing sophis-
ticated methods for fitting very complicated models, but 
assuming a rather simple sampling structure (often that the 
observations are independent). 

In reality, data from complicated surveys are often used 
to fit complicated models. For example, people may want to 
use data from a Labour Force Survey to characterize the 
association between education and unemployment levels.  
They might want to use data from health surveys to study 
the association between housing conditions or poverty and 
morbidity, and so on. Extending the range of application of 
standard methods so that they can be applied to data from 
complicated sample surveys, involving multi-stage sam-
pling and variable selection probabilities, is difficult and 
cumbersome; see e.g., Skinner, Holt and Smith (1989). 

How do practitioners deal with the complexity of survey 
data structures? Adapting a quote from Hinkins, Oh and 
Scheuren (1997) (abbreviated HOS hereafter): “If your only 
tool is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail!”; the 
hammer available to most people is one of the big statistical 
packages (SAS, Splus, SPSS, etc.). Most people still just 
push their data through a standard program and ignore the 
survey design features. This is in spite of the fact that a great 

deal of effort over the last two decades has been spent on 
developing methods to analyze survey data that take account 
of design features, and specialized programs such as 
SUDAAN or WesVar are now available to implement some 
of these methods. 

An alternative to developing complex new tools (which 
may rarely be used in practice anyway!) is to work 
backwards: instead of tailoring the methods to fit the data, 
tailor the data to fit the methods. One approach along these 
lines was developed in Rao and Scott (1992; 1999).  
Another approach has been suggested in HOS. Their basic 
idea is to avoid the pain caused by a complicated sample by 
choosing a subsample (inverse-sample) that has a simple 
random sample structure unconditionally (or at least has a 
structure that is considerably simpler to handle than the 
original sample). Obviously this involves some loss in 
efficiency, especially if the subsample is very much smaller 
than the original sample, as often turns out to be necessary. 
However, we can increase the efficiency by repeating the 
process independently many times and averaging the  
results. 

Is it possible to produce subsamples with the desired 
properties? The answer is often “yes”, although the resulting 
subsample size, m, might have to be small (in fact, no more 
than 2=m  for some standard stratified multistage designs). 
HOS give algorithms for producing simple random inverse-
samples for a number of standard designs. We summarize 
the inverse sampling schemes in section 2 for ready 
reference. These schemes include both exact and ap-
proximate methods in terms of matching simple random 
sampling.  In this paper we look at some of the properties of  
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the repeated inverse sampling procedures given in section 2. 
In particular, we develop some basic theory of inverse 
sampling in section 3, and illustrate some of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the procedure. In section 4, we study the 
special case of a population total. We propose a combined 
estimating equations (CEE) approach in section 5 for hand-
ling complex parameters such as ratios and “census” regres-
sion parameters. Finally, some concluding remarks are given 
in section 6. Proofs of theorems are given in the appendix.  

2. Inverse Sampling Algorithms  
In this section we summarize the inverse sampling 

schemes, proposed by Hinkins et al. (1997), for ready 
reference. These schemes include both exact and approxi-
mate methods in terms of matching simple random 
sampling (SRS) unconditionally. 

Suppose we have a sample 0s  of observations drawn 
from the finite population of size N according to a specified 
complex design. We wish to draw a subsample ∗s  of size m 
from 0s  such that the unconditional probability of ,∗s  

),( ∗sp  matches simple random sampling with  
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Denote the first-order and second-order inclusion proba-
bilities corresponding to ∗s  and 0s  as ),( ∗∗ ππ ili  and 

),( ili ππ  respectively, where Nmi /=π∗  and =π∗
il  

.),1(/)1( liNNmm ≠−−  Similarly, denote the condi-
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0 ilil s π=π  then it follows from (2.3) 
that 
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In section 4 we use (2.4) to study the properties of inverse 
sampling for estimating a population total. Note that 

),( ∗∗ ππ ili  may correspond to some other simpler sampling 
design if it is not feasible to match simple random sampling 
(SRS), e.g., stratified simple random sampling.  
2.1 Stratified Simple Random Sampling 
 

Suppose that the original sample 0s  is a stratified simple 
random sample, i.e., 
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where )( hh nN  denotes the number of population (sample) 
units in stratum ).,,1( Lh K=  We wish to draw a sub-
sample ∗s  of size m such that  
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The subsampling scheme readily follows from (2.6): (i) 
Generate m from the hypergeometric distribution  
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(ii) Draw a simple random sample of size ,hm  without 
replacement, from the hn  sample units in stratum h, 
independently across strata ).,,1( Lh K=  HOS specify 

)|( 0ssp ∗  first and then verify that it gives  

.)(
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Our approach provides the subsampling scheme from the 
specification of )( 00 sp  and ).( ∗sp   
2.2 One-stage Cluster Sampling 
 

HOS studied the case of one-stage cluster sampling in 
detail. Three sampling designs for 0s  were investigated: (1) 
Equal cluster sizes, M, and simple random sampling of 
clusters; (2) Unequal cluster sizes, ,iM  and simple random 
sampling of clusters; (3) Unequal cluster sizes, ,iM  and 
clusters sampled with probability proportional to size iM  and 
with replacement. 
 

Case 1. Exact matching with SRS is difficult to implement in 
the case of equal cluster sizes, M, and simple random 
sampling of clusters. Suppose 0s  contains k clusters drawn 
from K clusters in the population (N = KM). A simple 
approximate method of subsampling selects one element at 
random from each sample cluster so that the size of ∗s  is k. 
Hoffman, Sen and Weinberg (2001) used a similar method 
for biostatistical applications. HOS used systematic sampling 
to select one case from each sample cluster. 
 

Case 2. Hoffman et al. (2001) selected one unit at random 
from each cluster in the case of unequal cluster sizes, under a 
model-based framework for clustered data. For sampling 
applications, this method does not work in the sense that it is 
not possible to obtain SRS of fixed sizes by subsampling, 
even approximately. HOS proposed an alternative method 
that artificially enlarges the population to equal cluster size 
case and then applies subsampling used in Case 1. We first 
force all clusters to have the same size by adding an 
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appropriate number of pseudo-unit to bring them up to the 
size of the largest sample cluster. Then we take one unit at 
random from each sample cluster, and discard any pseudo-
units to obtain the final sample. This approximate method 
makes )|( 0ssp ∗  depend on 0s  because the conditional 
probability depends on ),( 0sM  the size of the largest sample 
cluster.  
Case 3. For the case of unequal cluster sizes iM  and 
probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling with 
replacement, HOS proposed a simple method of subsam-
pling which gives ,)/1()( kNsp =∗  where ∗s  now denotes 
an ordered simple random sample drawn with replacement 
from the ,1∑ == K

i iMN  units in the population, i.e., 
),,,,,( 1 kj iiis KK=∗  where ji  denotes the unit drawn in 

the thj  draw ).,,1( kj K=  Viewing the sample clusters as 
ordered, we select one unit at random from each sample 
cluster. Note that the same cluster might appear more than 
once in the ordered sample. Denote the size of the cluster 
drawn in the thi PPS draw by ,iM ′  then 
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where )/(1 NM i
k
i ′Π =  is the probability of drawing the 

ordered cluster sample. Note that 0s  is the ordered PPS 
sample and we have only one term in the summation in 
(2.1). 

If the clusters are drawn with inclusion probabilities 
NkM ii /=π  and without replacement, then it is not 

possible to match SRS. However, we can treat the clusters 
as if they were drawn with replacement, as done in practice, 
and then apply the scheme for Case 3. This will lead to 
overestimation of variance if the variance of the estimator is 
smaller than the variance of the estimator under PPS 
sampling with replacement (see e.g., Wolter 1985, page 45). 
However, the overestimation is not serious if the sampling 
fraction k/K is small (see Section 4.3).  
2.3 Two-stage Cluster Sampling  

HOS also studied two-stage sampling for the following 
cases: (1) Equal cluster sizes, M, and k clusters sampled 
with equal probability in the first stage; simple random 
subsample of equal size, m, drawn independently within 
each sampled cluster (PSU). (2) Unequal cluster sizes, ,iM  
and k clusters sampled with PPS and with replacement; 
simple random subsamples of unequal sizes, ,im  drawn 
independently within each cluster in the with replacement 
sample.  
Case 1. As in the case of one-stage cluster sampling, exact 
method of inverse sampling is difficult to implement. A 
simple approximate method of inverse sampling selects one 
unit at random from each of the k subsamples.  

Case 2. As in Case 3 of uni-stage cluster sampling, we 
simply select one unit at random from each of the ordered 
subsamples. HOS suggested a different method: Take a 
simple random sample with replacement of k clusters first 
and then with each selected cluster take one unit at random 
from the corresponding subsample. It appears that the first 
stage inverse sampling of clusters is not necessary. To see 
this, we note that 
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It follows from (2.2) that )/1()|( 10 i
k
i mssp ′Π= =

∗  and 
hence the subsampling scheme readily follows.  
2.4 Stratified Two-stage Sampling  

Suppose we have a two-stage sample from each stratum, 
where the clusters are sampled with PPS with replacement 
and subsampling is done independently within each 
sampled cluster. Using the inverse sampling procedure of 
Case 2, section 2.3, we get simple random samples from 
each stratum. We can then apply the method of section 2.1, 
treating the inverse-samples as if drawn without replace-
ment to get an inverse-sample of size ),(min0 hh kk =  
where hk  is the number of sampled clusters in stratum h. In 
the important case of 2=hk  psu’s sampled from each 
stratum, the inverse-sample size, ,0k  is only two. 

 
3. Basic Properties  

The results in this section are quite general and apply 
equally to sample surveys and the type of clustered situation 
considered by Hoffman et al. (2001).  Suppose that we are 
interested in estimating some population parameter, ,θ  and 
we have a sample, ,0s  of observations drawn from the 
population according to some complex design. We assume 
that we have a subsampling algorithm that can produce 
samples from some simpler design. This design will often 
be simple random sampling, but we can extend the range of 
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applications considerably by allowing for the possibility of 
more general (sub-)designs; for example, stratified SRS 
when the original sample is a stratified two-stage sample. 
Our only requirement for the simpler design is that we can 
produce an estimator of the quantity of interest, ,θ  together 
with an estimator of its variance. Let ∗θ j

ˆ  and *ˆ
jV  denote the 

estimator and variance estimator produced from the thj  
subsample when we generate a sequence of g conditionally 
independent subsamples ).,,1( gjs j K=∗  Note that the 

*ˆ
jθ ’s are not unconditionally independent when averaged 

over the distribution of the initial sample, .0s  A “separate” 
inverse-sampling estimator of θ  based on the g subsamples 
is given by 

.ˆ1ˆ *

1
j

g

j
g g

θ=θ ∑
=

 (3.1) 

We denote the estimator based on 0s  as .θ̂  Theorem 1 
below gives basic results on gθ̂  and its variance.  
Theorem 1   
1. Conditional on the original sample, gs θ̂,0  converges 

almost surely to ,ˆ)|ˆ( 01 ∞
∗ θ=θ sE  say, as .∞→g    
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Result 4 of Theorem 1 demonstrates that increasing the 

number of subsamples, g, does indeed increase the 
efficiency of .ˆ

gθ  More precisely, the variance ratio gr  has 
the form ./ gba +  If the subsample estimator, ,ˆ

1
∗θ  is 

unbiased for ,θ  then so is the inverse-sampling estimator, 
.ˆ

gθ  However, if ∗θ1
ˆ  has bias of order ,1−m  where m 

denotes the subsample size, then gθ̂  has exactly the same 
bias. Since m will usually be very much smaller than the 
original sample size, this bias can be appreciable. This is a 
serious limitation of gθ̂  in the nonlinear cases, such as 
ratios and regression coefficients. In section 5, we propose 
an alternative estimator of θ  based on the estimating 
equations (EE) approach. This estimator is asymptotically 
unbiased for any m as the size of 0s  increases, unlike .ˆ

gθ   
Result 4 of Theorem 1 can be used to determine the 

number of subsamples, g needed to obtain reasonable 
efficiency.  For example, HOS give an example in which 

.3.291 =r  The original sample was a very efficient stratified 
random sample with 618,15=n observations taken from 
the Statistics of Income corporate survey, while the 
subsample was a simple random sample of m = 2,224 
observations. A single subsample is relatively inefficient. 
However, in this case, repeated inverse sampling recovers 
all the information in the original sample in the limit. 
Applying Result 4 of Theorem 1 leads immediately to the 
following table: 

g 1 10 100 1,000 

gr  29.3 3.83 1.28 1.03 

 
(HOS produced these same results by simulation but this is 
unnecessary in view of Result 4 of Theorem 1.)  We see that 
g = 100 subsamples would be adequate for many purposes 
and that we obtain almost full efficiency with g = 1,000. 

The fact that ∗∗ θθ g
ˆ,,ˆ

1 K  are not unconditionally inde-
pendent means that estimating )ˆ(Var gθ  is not completely 
straightforward. However, a relatively simple variance 
estimator may be obtained using Theorem 2 below.  
Theorem 2  
The variance of gθ̂  may be expressed as 
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The properties of the variance estimator gV̂  depend on the 
properties of the subsample estimator .ˆ ∗

jV  For example, if 
∗
jV̂  is unbiased, then gV̂  is also unbiased. 
For the special case of a population total Y=θ  and 

simple random subsampling, i.e., 
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where 2
yS  is the population variance and 2∗

cys  is the sample 
variance using all gm subsample units. In the second step, 
they remarked that we can generate an approximately 
unbiased estimator of )ˆ(Var gY  from (3.5) by replacing 2

yS  
and )ˆ(Var ∗

jY  with unbiased estimators and replacing 
)( 2∗

cysE  by .2∗
cys  We now follow this recipe and obtain an 

explicit form for the HOS variance estimator, denoted 
.ˆ

)HOS(gV  Noting that each 2∗
jys  is unbiased for ,2

yS  a pooled 
unbiased estimator of 2

yS  is obtained as ∑ =
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ther, 2∗
cys  may be decomposed as )1( −mg  =∗2

cys )1( −m  
∑∑ =

∗
=

∗ −+ g
j gj

g
j jy yyms 1

2
1

2 .)(  Hence, 

.ˆ

)(
111

ˆ111ˆ

1

2

1

22
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22
HOS)(

g

g

j
gj

g

j
jy

g

j
j

g

j
jyg

V

yy
g

s
gm

m
N

V
g

s
gm

m
NV

=

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

−+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−

+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −=

∑∑

∑∑

=

∗

=

∗

=

∗

=

∗

 

(3.6)

 

It follows from (3.6) that the variance estimator of HOS is in 
fact identical to our variance estimator (3.4) and also exactly 
unbiased. 

 
4. Estimation of a Total  

4.1 Exact Matching  
As shown in section 3, repeated subsampling increases 

the efficiency of an estimator, but this does not necessarily 
mean that the inverse-sampling estimator, ,ˆ

gθ  converges to 
the original full sample estimator, ,θ̂  as ,∞→g  even 
when we start with an unbiased estimator for the subsample. 
In this section, we study the special case of a total Y=θ  
and consider the Horvitz-Thompson (H-T) unbiased 
estimator, ∑ ∈ π=

0
,/ˆ

si iiyY  based on the original full-
sample. Theorem 3 below establishes conditions under 
which the corresponding inverse-sampling estimator 

∑
=

∗=
g

j
jg Y

g
Y

1

ˆ1ˆ  (4.1) 

converges to the H-T estimator, ,Ŷ  for the original design 
as ,∞→g  where 

∑
∈

∗
∗

π
=

*

ˆ
jsi i

i
j

y
Y  

and *
iπ  is the unconditional inclusion probability for the thi  

unit. If the subsample ∗
js  is a simple random sample un-

conditionally, then ,/ Nmi =π∗  where m is the subsample 
size.  
Theorem 3  
Let )(~

0siπ  be the conditional probability that the thi  unit is 
selected in the subsample for a given initial sample, .0s  
Suppose that ∗∗ =θ jj Ŷˆ  is the H-T estimator of a total Y=θ  

for the thj  subsample. Then the limiting inverse-sampling 
estimator, ,ˆˆ

∞
∗
∞ =θ Y  will be the H-T estimator, ,Ŷ  for the 

original design if and only if the conditional inclusion 
probabilities )(~

0siπ  are constant for all 0s  containing the 
thi  unit, i.e., ii s π=π ~)(~

0  for all .0 is ⊃   
The condition ii s π=π ~)(~

0  is a fairly natural one for most 
sampling designs for which the H-T estimator is used.  If the 
subsamples are all simple random samples of fixed size m, 
then the estimator for a subsample is simply ,∗

jyN  which is 
the natural estimator under simple random sampling.  

Theorem 4 below establishes conditions under which the 
inverse-sampling variance estimator, ,ˆ

HT,gV  of gŶ  
converges to ,ˆ

HTV  the H-T variance estimator of the full- 
sample estimator ,Ŷ  as .∞→g  We have 

li
li s illi

liil yyV ∑ ∑
∈ πππ

ππ−π
=

,
HT

0

ˆ  (4.2) 

(see Cochran 1977, page 261) and 

∑∑
=

∗

=

∗ −−=
g

j
gj

g

j
jg YY

g
V

g
V

1

2

1
HT,HT, )ˆˆ(

1ˆ1ˆ  

with 

,ˆ
,

HT, li
li s illi

liil
j yyV

j

∑∑
∈

∗∗∗

∗∗∗
∗

∗ πππ
ππ−π

=  (4.3) 

where ∗πil  is the unconditional joint inclusion probability for 
the thi  and thl  units. If the subsample ∗

js  is a simple 
random subsample unconditionally, then =π∗

il  
.,)]1(/[)1( liNNmm ≠−−  Note that ∗

HT,
ˆ

jV  is the H-T 
variance estimator of ,ˆ∗

jY  and ., iiiiii π=ππ=π ∗∗    
Theorem 4  
If   ∗

HT,
ˆ

jV  is the Horvitz-Thompson (H-T) variance esti-
mator of  ∗

jŶ  for the thj  subsample, then conditional on 
,0s ,ˆ

HT,gV  converges to the Horvitz-Thompson (H-T) vari-
ance estimator of Ŷ  for the original design, as ,∞→g  if 
the conditional joint inclusion probabilities are constant for 
all 0s  containing a given pair ),( li  of units, i.e., =π )(~

0sil  

ilπ~  for all }.,{0 lis ⊃  
In Theorem 4 we considered the H-T variance estimator. 

But the Sen-Yates-Grundy (S-Y-G) variance estimator, 
,ŜYGV  is often preferred over the H-T variance estimator, 

,ĤTV  because it is more stable and several designs for 
which it is always nonnegative are known, while HTV̂  
frequently takes negative values (Cochran 1977, page 261). 
The S-Y-G variance estimator of Ŷ  exists for fixed sample 
size designs and it is given by 

,ˆ
2

SYG

0

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
π

−
ππ

π−ππ= ∑ ∑
< ∈ l

l

i

i

li s il

illi yy
V  (4.4) 

for the full-sample design. Similarly, the S-Y-G variance 
estimator of ∗

jŶ  is 
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.ˆ
2

**

***

SYG, ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

π
−

ππ
π−ππ

= ∑ ∑
< ∈

∗
∗

∗ l

l

i

i

li s il

illi
j

yy
V

j

 (4.5) 

The inverse-sampling variance estimator is given by 

.)ˆˆ(
1ˆ1ˆ

1

2

1
SYG,SYG, ∑∑

=

∗

=

∗ −−=
g

j
gj

g

j
jg YY

g
V

g
V  (4.6) 

Theorem 5 below shows that  SYG,
ˆ
gV  does not converge to 

SYGV̂  as ,∞→g  i.e.,  .ˆˆ
SYGSYG, VV ≠∞  If the subsample 

is a simple random sample unconditionally, i.e., Nmi /=π∗  
and ,;)]1(/[)1( liNNmmil ≠−−=π∗  then ∗∗ = SYG,HT,

ˆˆ
jj VV  

and ,ˆˆˆ
HTHT,SYG, VVV == ∞∞  the H-T variance estimator of 

.Ŷ    
Theorem 5  
The inverse-sampling variance estimator (4.6) does not 
converge to the S-Y-G variance estimator (4.4) as .∞→g    
4.2 Exact Matching: PPS Estimates  
(i) Unistage cluster sampling  

For the case of PPS sampling with replacement of 
clusters with unequal sizes ,iM  we have exact matching 
with SRS with replacement. The estimates of Y  is given by 

,)/(ˆ
1pps ∑ = ′= k

i iYkNY  where N is the total number of 
population elements and iY ′  is the mean of the cluster 
selected on the thi  draw. The estimator ppsŶ  is not equal to 
the H-T estimator of Y. The variance estimator of ppsŶ  is 
given by 

.
1

1

1ˆ
2

1 1

2

pps ∑ ∑
= =

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
′−′

−
=

k

i

k

i
ii y

k
Y

kk

N
V  

The inverse-sampling estimator corresponding to ppsŶ  is 
given by ∑ =

∗−= g
j jg YgY 1

1 ,ˆˆ  where ∗
jŶ  denotes the esti-

mator of Y from the thj  inverse sample. It is easy to verify 
that ,ˆˆ

ppsYY =∞  and ,ˆˆ
ppsVV =∞  noting that )/(ˆ kNYj =∗  

∑ ∗∈ ′
jsi iy where iy′  denotes the value of the element of an 

inverse-sample selected from the cluster in the thi  draw. 
Thus, inverse sampling preserves both the estimator and the 
variance estimator.  
(ii) Two-stage cluster sampling  

Turning to the case of unequal cluster sizes, ,iM  we 
select the clusters with PPS and with replacement, and then 
draw simple random subsampling of equal size, m, 
independently within each cluster in the with-replacement 
sample. The estimator of Y is ∑ = ′= k

i iykNY 1pps )/(ˆ  where 
iy′  is the sample mean of the cluster selected in the thi  

draw. The variance estimator of ppsŶ  is given by 

.
1

1

1ˆ
2

1 1

2

pps ∑ ∑
= =

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
′−′

−
=

k

i

k

i
ii y

k
y

kk

N
V  

The inverse-sampling estimator is given by =gŶ  
∑ =

∗− g
j jYg 1

1 ,ˆ  where ,)/(1̂ ∑ ∗∈
∗ ′=

jsi iykNY  and iy′  is 
defined as above. It is easy to verify that pps

ˆˆ YY =∞  and 

.ˆˆ
ppsVV =∞  Thus, inverse sampling preserves both the 

estimator and the variance estimator.  
4.3 Approximate Matching  

In section 2 we noted that exact matching with SRS is 
difficult to implement when the original sampling design 
involves clusters. We proposed several approximate 
matching methods to overcome this difficulty. In this 
subsection we study the properties of the approximate 
matching methods.  
4.3.1 Unistage Cluster Sampling  

In section 2.2, Case 1, we considered the case of equal 
cluster sizes, M, and simple random sampling of clusters. 
The estimator of a total Y is given by ∑ == k

i iYkKY 1 ,)/(ˆ  
where iY  is the thi  sample cluster total and K is the number 
of population clusters. The variance estimator of Ŷ  is 

.
1

1

1
1ˆ

2

1 1

2

∑ ∑
= = ⎥

⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

−
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −=

k

i

k

i
ii Y

k
Y

kK

k

k

K
V  

For inverse sampling, we proposed approximate 
matching by selecting one unit at random from each sample 
cluster, ).,,1( ki K=  The inverse-sampling estimator is 
given by ∑ =

∗−= g
j jg YgY 1

1 ˆˆ  with  ∗∗ = jj yNŶ  denoting the 
estimator of total Y from the thj  inverse-sample. The 
inverse-sampling variance estimator, ,ĝV  is given by (3.4). 

It is easy to verify that YY ˆˆ =∞  so that approximate 
matching preserves the original estimator Ŷ  in the limit. On 
the other hand, it can be shown that 

./1ˆ/ˆ KkVV −=∞  (4.7) 

It now follows from (4.7) that ∞V̂  leads to overestimation of 
the variance if the sampling fraction Kk /  is not small.  
4.3.2 Two-stage Cluster Sampling  

In section 2.3, Case 1, we considered the case of two- 
stage cluster sampling with equal cluster sizes, M, and SRS 
without replacement in both stages. The H-T estimator of 
the total Y is given by ∑ == k

i iYkKY 1 ,ˆ)/(ˆ  where 
ii yMY =ˆ  and iy  is the sample mean of the thi  sample 

cluster. The variance estimator of Ŷ  is given by 

,
1

11
1ˆ 2

2
2
1

2

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −+⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −= yy s

mkM

m

K

k
s

K

k

k
NV  (4.8) 

where ksskyys k
i iy

k
i iy /,)1/()( 1

2
2

2
2

2
1

2
1 ∑∑ == =−−=  with 

2
2is  denoting the sample variance in the thi  cluster, iy  is 

the thi  cluster sample mean and kyy k
i i /1∑ ==  is the 

overall sample mean (see Cochran 1977, pages 276 – 278). 
For inverse sampling, we proposed approximate 

matching by selecting one element at random from the m 
sample elements in each sample cluster ).,,1( ki K=  
Denote the values of the elements by .,,1 kyy ′′ K  The 
inverse-sampling estimator of the total is given by 
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∑ =
∗−= g

j jg YgY 1
1 ,ˆˆ  where .)/(ˆ ∑ ∗∈

∗ ′= k
si ij

j
ykNY  The inverse- 

sampling variance estimator, ,ĝV   is  given  by  (3.4). 
It  is  easy  to  verify  that  YY ˆˆ =∞  so that approximate 

matching preserves the original estimator Ŷ  in the limit. On 
the other hand, it can be shown that gV̂  tends to 

2
1

2 1ˆ
ys

k
NV =∞  (4.9) 

as .∞→g  It follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that 

,1

1
111

ˆ

ˆ
2
1

2
2

K

k

s

s

mkM

m

K

k

V

V

y

y

−≈

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−−=

∞  

(4.10)

 

because the neglected term in (4.10) is of order .)( 1−Km  It 
follows that ∞V̂  again leads to overestimation of the 
variance if the sampling fraction Kk /  is not small. 

 
5. Combined Estimating Equations Approach  
In this section, we study an estimating equations 

approach to inverse sampling. This approach permits valid 
inferences on nonlinear parameters such as ratios and 
“census” linear regression and logistic regression para-
meters. As noted in section 3, the inverse-sampling esti-
mator gθ̂  given by (3.1), has exactly the same bias as the 
subsample estimator ,ˆ

1
∗θ  and the bias of ∗θ1

ˆ  is of order 
,1−m  where m is the subsample size. As a result, the bias of 

gθ̂  can be appreciable because m is usually very much 
smaller than the original sample size n. In fact, m could be 
as small as 2 for stratified two-stage cluster sampling 
designs with two sample clusters in each stratum. Moreover, 
for logistic regression and other cases, the calculation of ∗θ j

ˆ  
and θ̂  involves iterative solutions. As a result, the imple-
mentation of ,ˆ

gθ  and the inverse-sampling variance esti-
mator ,ĝV  given by (3.3), could become computationally 
very cumbersome when the number of inverse-samples, g, 
is large. We avoid these difficulties using a combined 
estimating equations (CEE) approach. 

In section 5.1, we consider the special case of a ratio of 
totals, ,/ XYR =  and spell out the “combined approach” 
suggested by HOS towards the end of section 3.1 of their 
paper. Section 5.2 gives the general theory and discusses 
special cases. The results of section 5.2 are applied in 
section 5.3 to a cluster correlated data set reported in 
Battese, Harter and Fuller (1988).  
5.1 Ratio of Totals  

HOS suggested a “combined approach” to estimate the 
ratio, R, of totals Y and X. We now explain this approach 
and relate it to the CEE approach in section 5.2. 

Denote the estimator of R based on the thj  inverse- 
sample as .ˆ/ˆˆ ∗∗∗ = jjj XYR  The separate inverse-sampling 
estimator of R is then given by ∑ =

∗−= g
j jg RgR 1

1 .ˆˆ  HOS 
noted that the bias of gR̂  can be large when the subsample 
size is small. They proposed to estimate the numerator and 
denominator of R separately, using the g subsamples. This 
leads to the “combined” inverse-sample estimator 

,
ˆ

ˆ
ˆ

g

g
gc

X

Y
R =  (5.1) 

where ∑ =
∗−= g

j jg YgY 1
1 ˆˆ  and ∑ =

∗−= g
j jg XgX 1

1 .ˆˆ  Now, 
assuming that the final size of the “combined” sample is 
sufficiently large, it follows from (5.1) that 

R
X

Y

XE

YE
RE

g

g
gc ==≈

)ˆ(

)ˆ(
)ˆ(  

under the conditions of Theorem 3. That is, gcR̂  is approxi-
mately unbiased for R, regardless of the subsample size, 
provided g is sufficiently large. 

Similarly, using the Taylor linearization approximation, 
we obtain the variance of gcR̂  as 

),
~

(
1

)ˆ( 2 ggc UV
X

RV ≈  (5.2) 

where ∑ =
∗−= g

j jg UgU 1
1 ~~

 is the inverse-sampling estimator 
of the total U of the residuals .,,1, NiRxyu iii K=−=  
Noting that gU

~
 is the inverse-sampling estimator of a total, 

it follows from (3.3) that an inverse-sampling estimator of 
)

~
( gUV  is given by 

∑∑
=

∗

=

∗ −−=
g

j
gj

g

j
jUgU UU

g
V

g
V

1

2

1

,)
~~

(
1~1~

 (5.3) 

where ∗
jUV

~
 is the variance estimator produced from the 

thj subsample. Since R is unknown, we replace R by gcR̂  in 
(5.3) to get the variance estimator .ˆ

gUV  Now, replacing X 
by  its  estimator  gX̂   and  )

~
( gUV   by  gUV̂   in  (5.2),  we 

get the inverse-sampling linearization variance estimator of 

gcR̂  as 

.ˆ
ˆ
1

)ˆ(ˆ
2 gU
g

gcL V
X

RV =  (5.4) 

Under the conditions of Theorem 4, )ˆ(ˆ
gcL RV  converges to 

the customary linearization variance estimator of the full- 
sample estimator .ˆ/ˆˆ XYR =    
5.2 Nonlinear Parameters  
(i) Full-sample estimating equations  

A finite population parameter vector Nθ  may be 
regarded as the solution to “census” estimating equations 
(EE’s): 
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,)()( 0θuθ == ∑
∈Uk

kU  (5.5) 

where ∑ ∈Uk  denotes the summation over the finite 
population U of size N, and the estimating functions )(θuk  
are suitably chosen (Binder 1983; Godambe and Thompson 
1986). For example, consider the scalar case of (5.5) and let 

θ−=θ kk yu )(  in (5.5). This gives the population mean 
.YN =θ  Similarly, letting kkk xyu θ−=θ)(  we get the ratio 

of totals: ./ XYRN ==θ  The choice =)(θuk  
))(( θx kkk y μ−  with θxθ T

kk =μ )(  gives the census linear 
regression parameters 

∑∑
∈

−

∈
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

Uk
kk

Uk

T
kkN y .

1

xxxθ  

The choice ))(()( θxθu kkkk y μ−=  with /)([log θkμ  
θxθ T

kk =μ− ))](1(  gives the census logistic regression 
parameters .Nθ  Kovačević and Binder (1997) give esti-
mating functions, ),(θuk  that lead to various measures of 
income inequality, such as the Gini index and the polar-
ization index. 

The full-sample estimating equations are given by 

,)()(ˆ
0

0θuθU == ∑
∈sk

kkw  (5.6) 

where kw  is the survey weight attached to ;0sk ∈  in 
particular, kkw π= /1  if the H-T estimator of )(θU  is used. 
The solution to (5.6) gives the full-sample estimator θ̂  
which, in general, is nonlinear and hence biased. We assume 
that the size of the original sample, ,0s  is large enough to 
neglect the bias of .θ̂  For logistic regression and other 
complex cases, it is necessary to solve (5.6) iteratively to 
obtain the full-sample estimator ,θ̂  The Newton-Raphson 
(N-R) algorithm is commonly used to solve (5.6). The thr  
step of the N-R algorithm is given by 

),ˆ(ˆ)ˆ(ˆˆˆ )1()1(1)1()( −−−− += rrrr θUθJθθ  (5.7) 

where )1(ˆ −rθ  is the value of θ̂  obtained at the th)1( −r  
iteration, and )ˆ(ˆ )1( −rθU  and )ˆ(ˆ )1( −rθJ  are the values of 

)(ˆ θU  and T
ksk k

T w θθuθθUθJ ∂∂−=∂−∂= ∑ ∈ /)(/)(ˆ)(ˆ
0

 
evaluated at .ˆ 1)(θθ −= r  Iterating the N-R algorithm to 
convergence produces the estimator θ̂  as well as the 
observed information matrix ).ˆ(ˆ θJ   

Under regularity conditions, Binder (1983) obtained a 
Taylor linearization estimator of the covariance matrix, 

),ˆ(θV  of θ̂  as 

,)]ˆ(ˆ[])ˆ(ˆ[ˆ)]ˆ(ˆ[)ˆ(ˆ 11 −−= θJθUVθJθVL  (5.8) 

where ])ˆ(ˆ[ˆ θUV  is a variance estimator of the estimated 
total, ),(ˆ θU  of the )(θuk ’s evaluated at .θ̂θ =  For 
example, if kkk xyu θ−=θ)(  then ∑∑ ∈∈=θ

00
/ˆ

skkksk yw  
RXYxw kk
ˆˆ/ˆ == is the ratio estimator, and (5.8) reduces to 

the customary linearization variance estimator 

,)ˆ(ˆ
ˆ
1

)ˆ(ˆ
0

2
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
θ=θ ∑

∈
kk

sk
L uwV

X
V  (5.9) 

noting that ∑ ∈ ==θ
0

.ˆ)(ˆ
sk kk XxwJ   

(ii) Separate estimating equations  
The separate inverse-sampling estimators gjj ,,1,ˆ K=∗θ  

are obtained by solving the separate estimating equations 
(SEE) 

.,,1;0)()(ˆ
*

* gj
m

N
k

sk
j

j

K=== ∑
∈

θuθU  (5.10) 

In general, we require g iterative solutions to get .ˆ,,ˆ
1

∗∗
gθθ K  

The inverse-sampling estimator of θ  is then given by 

.ˆ1ˆ *

1
j

g

j
g g

θθ ∑
=

=  (5.11) 

It follows from (5.11) that )|ˆ(ˆ
01 sE ∗

∞ = θθ  and =∞ )ˆ(θE  
).ˆ( 1

∗θE  Assuming first moment matching with SRS, it 
follows from (5.10) that the bias θθ −∗ )ˆ( 1E  is of order ,1−m  
where m is the subsample size. The inverse-sampling 
estimator of )ˆ( gθV  is given by 

,)ˆˆ)(ˆˆ(
1ˆ1ˆ **

1 1

* T
gjgj

g

j

g

j
jg g

V
g

V θθθθ −−−= ∑ ∑
= =

 (5.12) 

where ∗
jV̂  is given by 

,)]ˆ(ˆ[)]ˆ(ˆ[ˆ)]ˆ(ˆ[ˆ 1****1*** −−= jjjjjjj θJθUVθJV  (5.13) 

)]ˆ(ˆ[ˆ ∗∗
jj θUV  is the variance estimator of the thj  subsample 

total ),(ˆ θU∗
j  denoted ∗

jUV̂  (see equation (5.19) below), 
evaluated at ,ˆ ∗= jθθ  and )ˆ(ˆ ∗∗

jj θJ  is /)(ˆ)(ˆ θUθJ ∗∗ ∂−= jj  
Tθ∂  evaluated  at  .ˆ ∗= jθθ    

(iii) Combined estimating equations  
We now obtain a combined estimating equations (CEE) 

estimator gcθ̂  that leads to valid inference regardless of the 
subsample size m. We simply combine the g equations in 
(5.10) before solving for .θ  This leads to combined 
estimating equations 

.)(
1

)(ˆ1
)(ˆ

*1

*

1

0θuθUθU === ∑∑∑
∈==

k
sk

g

j
j

g

j
gc

j
m

N

gg
 (5.14) 

In general, we solve (5.14) using the N-R iterations (5.7) 
with )ˆ(ˆ )1( −rθU  changed to )ˆ(ˆ )1( −r

gc θU  and )ˆ(ˆ )1( −rθJ  
changed to ),ˆ(ˆ )1( −r

gc θJ  where 

.
)(1)(ˆ

)(ˆ
*1

T
k

sk

g

j
T

gc
gc

j
m

N

g θ
θu

θ
θU

θJ
∂

∂−=
∂

∂
−= ∑∑

∈=
 (5.15) 

At convergence, we obtain the CEE estimator gcθ̂  as well 
as the observed information matrix ).ˆ(ˆ

gcgc θJ  Note that we 
solve the combined estimating equations (5.14) only once to 
get ,ˆ

gcθ  unlike the separate estimating equations method 
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that solves the g equations (5.10) to get ∗∗
gθθ ˆ,,ˆ

1 K  and 
∑ =

∗= g
j jg g1 ./ˆˆ θθ   

To illustrate the proposed CEE method, consider the 
special case of ratio ,RN =θ  in which case .)( kkk xyu θ−=θ  
The combined estimating equations (5.14) reduce to 

0ˆˆ =θ− gg XY  and the solution gcθ̂  is identical to the 
combined inverse-sampling estimator gcR̂  given by (5.1). 

Assuming first moment matching with SRS, it follows 
from (5.14) that c∞θ̂  is a solution of 

.)(ˆ]|)(ˆ[)(ˆ
0

*
1 0θUθUθU ===∞ sEc  (5.16) 

As a result, θθ ˆˆ =∞c  regardless of the subsample size m. 
Thus, the bias of gcθ̂  is of the same order as the bias of θ̂  
for sufficiently large g, regardless of the subsample size, m. 

We now apply Binder’ (1983) method to )(ˆ θU gc  to get a 
linearization inverse-sampling estimator of ).ˆ( gcθV  It 
follows from (5.8) that 

,)]ˆ(ˆ)][ˆ(ˆ[ˆ)]ˆ(ˆ[)ˆ(ˆ 11 −−= gcgcgcgcgcgcgcL θJθUVθJθV  (5.17) 

where )]ˆ(ˆ[ˆ
gcgc θUV  is the variance estimator of the esti-

mated total, ),(ˆ θU gc  of the )(θuk ’s evaluated at =θ̂ .ˆ
gcθ  

Note that )ˆ(ˆ
gcgc θJ  is obtained at the convergence of the 

N-R algorithm applied to (5.14).  
Since )(ˆ θU gc  is the inverse-sampling estimator of the 

total ),(θU  it follows that the inverse-sampling estimator of 
)](ˆ[ θUV gc  is given by 

,)](ˆ)(ˆ)][(ˆ)(ˆ[
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∑

∑

=
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(5.18)

 

where ∗
jUV

~
 is the SRS variance estimator from the thj  

subsample, assuming second moment matching. If the 
matching is with respect to SRS without replacement, then 
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(5.19)

 

In the case of matching to SRS with replacement, we 
replace Nm /1−  by 1 in (5.19). Now substituting gcθ̂  for 
θ  in (5.18) we get 

,ˆ)ˆ(ˆ)ˆ(ˆ1

ˆ1
)]ˆ(ˆ[ˆ

**

1

*
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(5.20)

 

where ∗
jUV̂  is obtained from (5.19) by substituting gcθ̂  for 

.θ  Note that .)ˆ(ˆ θθU =gcgc   
Under second moment matching with SRS, as ,∞→g  it 

is easy to verify that )ˆ(ˆ
gcL θV  converges to Binder’s 

estimator )ˆ(ˆ θVL  given by (5.8) . This follows by noting that 
)(ˆ)(ˆ,ˆˆ θJθJθθ == ∞∞ cc  and )](ˆ[ˆ~ θUVV =∞U  under second 

moment matching with SRS. Thus, the covariance estimator 
)ˆ(ˆ

gcL θV  provides valid inferences on θ  for large number 
of subsamples, g, regardless of the subsample size, m.  

To illustrate the calculation of the linearization inverse- 
sampling estimator ),ˆ(ˆ

gcL θV  given by (5.17), consider the 
special case of a ratio RN =θ  with .)θ( kkk xyu θ−=  We 
have 

,)]()([
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1
1

~ 2
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*

θ−θ
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⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
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∈
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*V  (5.21) 

where ∗∗∗ θ−=θ jjj xyu )(  and ),( ∗∗
jj xy  are the thj  

subsample means. Further, 

gj

g

j
gc Xx

g

N
J ˆ)(ˆ *

1

==θ ∑
=

 (5.22) 

and 

).()(ˆ ***
jjj xyNU θ−=θ  (5.23) 

It now follows from (5.21) – (5.23) that the CEE-based 
linearization estimator (5.17) is identical to the inverse- 
sampling linearization variance estimator (5.4). 

Turning to linear regression with ),()( θxxθu T
kkkk y −=  

we have 
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(5.24)

 

where ).()( *
1* θuθu kskj j

m ∑ ∈
−=  Also, 
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Finally, consider the case of logistic regression with 
)).(()( θxθu kkkk y μ−=  In this case, ∗

jUV
~

 is given by 
(5.24) with )).(()( θxθu kkkk y μ−=  Also, 
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and 
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)).(()(ˆ
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It is important to note again that the estimator gcθ̂  and the 
associated covariance estimator )ˆ(ˆ

gcL θV  can be imple-
mented from a microdata with data from g subsamples, each 
of size m. Neither the survey weights kw  nor the cluster 
identifiers are needed so that confidentiality of microdata 
may be preserved.  
5.3 An Example  

We now use a data set reported in Battese, Harter and 
Fuller (1988) to illustrate how the separate and combined 
estimating equations methods perform. The data were 
collected from 12=k  counties in north-central Iowa. The 
counties were divided into area segments and a sample of 
area segments was selected from each county. Here counties 
represent clusters and sample area segments within a county 
represent elements. The number of sample area segments 

)( im  ranged from 1 to 5 giving a total of ∑ = == k
i imn 1 37  

sample elements. For each sample element ),,( ji  Battese 
et  al. (1988) gave the number of reported hectares of corn 

)( ijy  obtained by interviewing farm operators and the 
number of pixels classified as corn )( 1ijx  and soybeans 

)( 2ijx  obtained from remote sensing satellite readings 
).,,1;,,1( kimj i KK ==  Data from one of the sample 

area segments were suspected to be erroneous and hence 
excluded from the analysis. Thus we have 36=n  
observations ).,( ijij xy  

For illustration, we treat the sample as if it was selected 
by the following two stage cluster sampling: (i) In the first 
stage, counties were selected with replacement and with 
probabilities proportional to the number of area segments 

iM  in the counties. (ii) In the second stage, sample area 
segments were selected by simple random sampling without 
replacement from each selected county. We consider two 
parameters: (i) population ratio ,/ XYR ==θ  where Y and 
X are the population totals of y and x; (ii) census regression 
coefficient of y on x, ),()( 1

llUl
T
llUl y∑∑ ∈

−
∈== xxxBθ  

where T
lll xx ),,1( 21=x  and l denotes a population element. 

For selected values of g, we generated g inverse-samples 
independently using the procedure for Case 2 in section 2.3. 
We then used the g subsamples to estimate R using the 
separate estimating equations (SEE) method and the 
combined estimating equations (CEE) method given in 
section 5. The corresponding variance estimates and the 
linearization variance estimates of the full-sample estimates 
θ̂  were computed. 

Table 1 reports the full-sample estimate ,R̂  the SEE 
estimate ,ˆ

gR  the CEE estimate gcR̂  and the corresponding 
variance estimates. It is clear from Table 1 that both CEE 
and SEE perform well in tracking the full-sample estimate 
R̂  and the corresponding linearization full-sample variance 
estimate even for g = 500. 

Table 2 reports the results for the regression coefficients 
.),,( 210

TBBB=B  As g increases, both SEE and CEE seem 
to track the full-sample estimates 1B̂  and ,ˆ

2B  while SEE 
leads to slightly larger value for .ˆ

0B  However, the SEE 
variance estimates perform poorly, even for very large g = 
10,000 in tracking the linearization full-sample variance 
estimates, with SEE value about one-half of the 
corresponding full-sample value for 0B  and .1B  On the 
other hand, the CEE variance estimates perform very well in 
tracking the full-sample variance estimates, confirming the 
theory. 

 
Table 1 

Estimation of Population Ratio R 
 

  g = 500 g = 1,000 g = 5,000 

 Full-sample CEE SEE CEE SEE CEE SEE 
Estimate 0.4096 0.4101 0.41 0.4096 0.4095 0.4095 0.4094 
Variance Estimate 410−×  1.9513 1.8769 1.8508 1.8482 1.8302 1.932 1.9178 

 
Table 2 

Estimation of Census Regression Parameters, 10, BB  and 2B  
 

  g = 500 g = 1,000 g = 10,000 

 Full-sample CEE SEE CEE SEE CEE SEE 
Est. of 0B  53.3588 49.9532 52.6649 53.5876 56.7143 53.2401 56.3196 
Est. of 1B  0.3176 0.3251 0.3180 0.3171 0.3086 0.3179 0.3100 
Est. of 2B   – 0.1326  – 0.1258  – 0.1302  – 0.1330  – 0.1378  – 0.1324  – 0.1377 

:0B Var. Est. 416.1609 457.5178 293.8789 407.3107 224.0846 437.9610 251.3950 
:1B Var. Est. 310−×  2.1153 2.2925 1.1640 1.9127 0.5354 2.2366 0.8882 
:2B Var. Est. 310−×  2.7369 3.0352 2.4811 2.7226 2.3174 2.8028 2.3229 
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6. Concluding Remarks  
In this paper we have presented some theory of inverse 

sampling. Efficiency of inverse sampling is increased by 
drawing repeated subsamples and then combining the 
results from the subsamples. 

For estimating a total, we obtained conditions for the 
limiting inverse-sampling estimator to approach the full- 
sample estimator (Theorem 3) and for the limiting inverse- 
sampling variance estimator to approach the full-sample 
variance estimator (Theorem 4). For estimating complex 
parameters, we proposed a combined estimating equations 
(CEE) approach and demonstrated its advantages over 
separate estimating equations (SEE) approach (section 5). 

We have studied inverse sampling algorithms for some 
sampling designs in section 2. But further work is needed to 
cover other sampling designs and also to avoid the 
limitations noted in section 2. 

We are studying various extensions to include post- 
stratified full-sample estimators, analysis of categorical 
survey data, clustered survival data (Binder 1992) and 
longitudinal survey data. 
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Appendix  

Proofs of Theorems  
Proof of theorem 1  
Result 1 follows directly from (3.1) on noting that 
conditional on ∗∗ θθ gs ˆ,,ˆ, 10 K  are independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) bounded random variables.  
Result 2 follows from the standard relationship between 
conditional and unconditional expectations: 

).ˆ()]|ˆ([)]|ˆ([)ˆ( *
10

*
10 θ=θ=θ=θ EsEEsEEE gg  

Result 3 follows from the corresponding result for 
variances, and the conditional independence of the *ˆ

jθ ’s 
given :0s  
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Result 4 follows directly from Result 3.  
 
 

Proof of theorem 2  
Theorem 2 follows from applying Results 3 of Theorem 1 
with 1=g  to obtain 

)],|ˆ(Var[)ˆ(Var)ˆ(Var 0
*
1

*
1 sE θ−θ=θ∞  

and then substituting this expression for )ˆVar( ∞θ  in Result 
3 of Theorem 1 for general g.  
Proof of theorem 3  
We have 
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where )( 0sIij
∗  takes the value 1 if the thi  unit is included in 

the thj  subsample ∗
js  and 0 otherwise, and ∗π j  is the 

corresponding (unconditional) inclusion probability. Thus 
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original design, if and only if ./~)(~
0 iiii s ππ=π=π ∗    

Proof of theorem 4  
Conditional on ,0s  it follows from (3.3) that HT,ĝV  
converges almost surely to 
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Further, 
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It now follows from (A.1) – (A.3) that .ˆˆ
HTHT, VV =∞    

Proof of theorem 5  
Conditional on ,0s  it follows from (3.3) that 
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provided the subsample size is also fixed (Cochran 1977, 
page 260). Further, 
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It now follows that 
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Comparing (A.7) and (A.4) we see that .ˆˆ
SYGSYG, VV ≠∞  
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1. Overview  
Rao, Scott and Benhin (henceforth RSB), in conjunction 

with Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren (1997) (henceforth HOS), 
have produced a fascinating set of ideas and methods for 
inverse sampling. This discussion will highlight several 
related ideas and practical issues that the survey community 
is likely to encounter as it considers practical applications of 
inverse sampling. Section 2 notes some relationships 
between standard probability weights and the random 
weights implicitly constructed through repeated inverse 
sampling. Section 3 discusses two types of approximations 
that may arise in variance estimation from inverse sample 
data. Section 4 considers the practical operational simplifi-
cations that may result from inverse sampling in some cases. 
Section 5 discusses the use of inverse sample data with 
standard (simple random sample-based) graphical methods. 
Section 6 explores the potential benefits and limitations of 
inverse sampling in attempts to reduce identification risk in 
public-use datasets. 

 
2. Point Estimation: Inverse Sampling 

as a Form of Filtering 
 

Borrowing some ideas from the sampling, signal 
processing and confidentiality literature (e.g., Duncan and 
Pearson 1991), we can think of a point estimator as the 
result of multiple steps of “filtering” of observations from a 
population. For example, in construction of a standard 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator of a population total, a set of 
population values can be viewed as passing through two 
stages of filters corresponding, respectively, to the selection 
of sample units and to the inverse-probability weighting of 
those units. Similarly, the point estimator (4.1) in RSB may 
be viewed as the result of two stages of filtering, where the 
second stage now corresponds to weighting by a random 
factor determined by the number of times a given sample 
unit appears in the g repeated inverse samples. Under 
conditions, the filter weights in (4.1) converge to the 
inverse-probability weights in the Horvitz-Thompson point 
estimator as g increases. In this sense, we can view the point 
estimator (4.1) as an approximation to the Horvitz- 
Thompson estimator. Similar comments apply to the general 
nonlinear point estimators and general inverse samples 
considered in RSB.  

In addition, single inverse sampling can be viewed as a 
special type of two-phase sampling in which the second- 
phase selection rates are proportional to the inverses of the 
first-phase sampling rates. This leads naturally to the 
question of whether standard ideas from two-phase 
sampling can lead to efficiency gains in either single or 
multiple inverse sampling. For example, recall that in 
standard two-phase sampling, one can often improve 
efficiency by using ratio or regression-based adjustments in 
conjunction with auxiliary variables X observed for all first-
phase sampling units. See e.g., Särndal, Swensson and 
Wretman (1992, Chapter 9). Similarly here, one could 
construct a public-use dataset consisting of a single or 
multiple inverse sample dataset accompanied by estimated 
totals (based on the full complex sample) for a vector of 
auxiliary variables X. Also, some additional auxiliary 
information would be required for consistent variance 
estimation. Given sufficiently strong auxiliary variables X, 
the resulting ratio or regression-based adjusted point 
estimators could help to improve the precision of inverse-
sample-based analyses. This in turn could reduce the 
number of inverse subsamples required to ensure that the 
regression-adjusted multiple-inverse-sample point estimator 
has a variance that is sufficiently small.  

More generally, in many complex-survey cases (outside 
of two-phase designs), standard weighted point estimators 
also go beyond direct use of inverse-probability weights to 
incorporate auxiliary information through, e.g., ratio or 
regression adjustments. Also, in some cases, one reduces the 
numerical values of certain extreme probability weights, in 
an attempt to avoid problems with variance inflation 
induced by influential observations. See, e.g., Zaslavsky, 
Schenker and Belin (2001). A natural question is whether 
one could modify the inverse sampling algorithm so that the 
inverse design is “tuned” to the adjusted weights rather than 
the direct inverse-probability weights. This would be of 
serious interest for cases in which adjusted-weight point 
estimators are expected to have a substantially smaller mean 
squared error than inverse-probability-weight point 
estimators. For cases in which this modified approach is 
advisable, it would be of interest to study corresponding 
ways in which to extend the RSB approach to variance 
estimation.  
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3. Approximations Employed in 
   Variance Estimation and Inference  

For some complex designs, HOS and RSB noted that 
exact extraction of a simple random sample may be 
impossible, or may lead to a very small inverse sample, 
which in turn requires compensation through the use of a 
very large g. Consequently, sections 2 and 4.3 of RSB 
consider approximate matching methods, and section 4.1 
considers inverse sampling that may produce a design that is 
simpler than the original complex design, but is more 
complex than a simple random design.  

In parallel with this, recall that some of the sampling 
literature considers variance estimators that are based on 
approximations to the true sample design. One example is 
variance estimation based on stratum collapse. See, e.g., 
Rust and Kalton (1987) and references cited therein. In 
addition, Korn and Graubard (1995, sections 4.2 and 4.3) 
consider variance estimators that ignore the original 
primary-sample-unit-level clustering and treat secondary 
sample units as if they were primary sample units.  

In some cases, these approaches may be problematic, 
while in other cases they may produce satisfactory variance 
estimators. For the latter cases, one could consider 
development of an inverse sample procedure based on the 
approximate “variance estimation design” rather than on the 
true sample design. Under that approach, it would be of 
special interest to consider the relative magnitudes of errors 
associated with, respectively, sampling under the original 
design, the approximation error in the “variance estimation 
design,” and the additional error induced through use of a 
finite number of inverse samples.   

 
4. Operational Simplicity 

 
In principle, most point estimation, variance estimation 

and inference methods that have been developed for simple 
random sample data can be extended to handle complex 
sample data. However, the work required for such 
extensions is often nontrivial, and may discourage many 
potential analysts from making efficient use of the available 
data. In an informal sense, data analysts often appear to 
choose their analytic approaches based on a rough cost- 
benefit evaluation, in which they will focus on analyses that 
they believe will offer them most or all of the scientific 
insights available from the data, while not requiring an 
investment in analytic effort that they consider dispro-
portionate to the potential scientific benefit. Statisticians and 
subject-area data analysts may often have different views 
regarding the relative costs and scientific benefits of a given 
analytic effort. In some cases, inverse sampling may help to 
ameliorate the effects of these differing views.   

 
 

In particular, as indicated by RSB and HOS, an 
investment by a statistical agency in construction of inverse 
samples may lead to some reduction in the burden 
encountered by a given analyst. This investment may be 
especially worthwhile if both of the following conditions are 
satisfied.  
(a) An analyst intends to carry out a large number of 

different analyses on a single survey dataset; lacks 
appropriate complex-survey software for many (or all) 
of the intended analyses; and perceives the pro-
gramming of complex-survey procedures to require a 
major investment of effort.    

(b) The additional computational steps required for point 
estimation (e.g., the averaging carried out in the point 
estimators (3.1) or (4.1), or the combined estimating 
equation (5.14)) or variance estimation (e.g., the vari-
ance estimators (3.3), (3.4), (5.18) or (5.20)) impose a 
relatively low incremental burden on the analyst, or 
can be absorbed into the analytic software in a form 
that is transparent to the analyst. 

 
5. Graphical Displays 

 

  
Hinkins et al. (1997, page 19) and Scheuren (1997) have 

noted the potential for application of inverse sampling to 
statistical graphics for complex survey data. For example, 
Scheuren (1997) noted that many methods of statistical 
graphics (e.g., scatterplots) have been developed primarily 
for sets of independent and identically distributed obser-
vations. Direct application of these methods to complex 
survey data may produce misleading graphs, due to the 
effects of, e.g., differential sampling rates or intracluster 
correlation. Since a given inverse sample is a simple random 
sample from the original population, the above mentioned 
problems would not arise when standard graphical methods 
were applied to data from a single inverse sample.   

However, for inverse samples with small or moderate m, 
a scatterplot from a single inverse sample may not suffice 
for many purposes. An alternative approach would be to use 
several inverse samples in conjunction with local smoothing 
methods, e.g., bivariate density estimation. For purposes of 
optimization, it may be useful to consider adjustment of 
some features of standard (simple random sample based) 
bivariate density estimators (e.g., bandwidth) to account for 
unconditional correlation across the multiple inverse 
samples. Within this context, note that at a given point on 
the plane, a customary (simple random sample based) 
density estimator can be viewed as a solution to an 
estimating equation. Consequently, it would be of interest to 
study specific ways in which the RSB results on estimating 
equation methods may shed light on efficient approaches to 
bivariate density estimation based on inverse samples. 
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6. Identification Risk  
As noted by RSB and HOS, a major potential attraction 

of inverse sampling is that it allows the computation of 
approximately design unbiased point estimators and 
variance estimators without explicit use of weights, stratum 
labels or cluster labels. This is of considerable practical 
interest in the preparation of public-use datasets because 
release of these types of design information can increase the 
risk that a sample unit can be identified by a data user. This 
in turn may constitute a violation of statistical agency 
pledges of respondent confidentiality. See, for example, de 
Waal and Willenborg (1997) and Chen and Keller-McNulty 
(1998) for detailed discussion of confidentiality issues 
associated with the release of weights. 

In addition, in many household surveys in North 
America, strata and primary sample units are defined largely 
through geographical factors. For example, a primary 
sample unit in the U.S. is often a county or a group of 
contiguous counties. Release of nominally uninformative 
primary sample unit labels, accompanied by demographic 
and household-level observations Y, can lead to identi-
fication of the primary sample unit if the PSU-level 
aggregates of the observations Y vary in distinctive patterns 
that are publicly known. For example, a given county may 
have an unusual demographic profile, or may have a 
distinctive pattern of expenditures, e.g., for natural gas or 
electricity.   

For this reason, it would be of interest to evaluate the 
extent to which public release of multiple inverse samples 
may provide information that would allow a data user to 
reconstruct weights or PSU-level groupings that are 
informative. For instance, in keeping with comments by 
Mantel (2002), suppose that a given measured variable Y  is 
reported on a continuous scale, and that for many 
responding units, the numerical value of Y is unique. Then 
(in keeping with the comments in section 2) matching of the 
reported Y values across a very large number g of multiple 
inverse samples would allow a data user to estimate the 
probability weights associated with a given respondent i. 
This in turn could lead back to the abovementioned identi-
fication problems considered by de Waal and Willenborg 
(1997) and Chen and Keller-McNulty (1998). For certain 

extreme cases, similar problems may arise with the 
identifiability of primary sample units. The extent to which 
these issues are of practical concern depend on the relative 
empirical magnitudes of various error sources (including 
error induced by the use of finite g), and would be of interest 
to study for specific agency cases.  
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Rao, Scott, and Benhin (RSB) have done an excellent job 
of summarizing our results on inverting complex samples 
and they have moved the subject substantially further with 
an impressive body of theoretical results. Their paper 
develops valuable new insight for statisticians who wish to 
consider, at the design stage, the option of using resampling 
techniques in the analysis. In this way, invertible designs 
can be used. As the authors point out, there are still many 
interesting problems to be considered. We discuss here 
some specific points from the paper and also some of the 
open problems raised in our applied research into the 
employment of inverse sampling. 

How to Use the Resulting Samples – The estimation of 
totals or means has the advantage that the combined and 
separate estimates are identical. Once one moves beyond 
“simple” estimation problems, there are many open 
questions as to the best use of the resulting samples, but 
combining the samples is a most reasonable approach. For a 
parameter such as a ratio, that is a function of totals, it 
would seem intuitive to calculate the best estimate of each 
total, and apply the function to the estimates and this is what 
we would recommend. In fact, because the ratio estimator is 
used in many situations, we did comment briefly on this in 
the 1997 HOS paper. However, RSB have made this point 
explicitly and in addition they have provided a coherent 
methodology for the estimation of variance from combined 
samples. This provides researchers with valuable tools for 
applying the inverse sampling techniques to a wider range 
of problems. 

In Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren (1995), we considered the 
use of inverse sampling for the problem of calculating tests 
of independence from a 22 ×  contingency table when the 
data come from a stratified sample. Contingency table 
analysis and regression analysis were both developed 
largely in the IID world and, therefore, adjustments are 
needed to use them in complex survey settings. We drew 
multiple simple random samples and calculated the simple 
Pearson chi-square test from the combined data. As the 
number of samples increases, the probability of rejecting the 
null hypothesis also increases, so one cannot take an 
arbitrarily large number of simple random samples. The 
problem was how to calibrate the tests, so that the desired 
level (e.g., a 0.05 significance level for example) is 
achieved. Preliminary results indicated that one could 
determine the number of simple random samples to 
combine to achieve the desired level for the test, and using 
the Pearson chi-square on the combined samples compared 
well to the Fellegi (1980) methodology applied to the 

original stratified sample, while perhaps being more user 
friendly. 

In work that Hinkins, Liu, and Scheuren presented at the 
1998 Statistical Society of Canada Conference, simulation 
results were shown for regression fits to inverse samples 
from a complex design (stratified median balanced design). 
In this case, the original design selected 100 replicates; in 
each replicate, one observation was selected from each of 
six strata, so that the observations were median balanced 
(Liu 1999). The selection was with replacement across 
replicates. The inverse sample consisted of selecting one 
unit from each replicate. We looked at regression fits to 
individual inverse samples, and at the regression fit to the 
combination of several inverse samples. The population 
regression line had a slope of 0.842 and .64.02 =R  Using 
single inverse samples, the estimated slopes ranged from 
0.70 to 1.13. Combining six inverse samples, the estimated 
slope was 0.845 with .64.02 =R   

Variance Estimation – The estimation of variance in the 
HOS 1997 formulation is an interesting problem because 
the samples are not unconditionally independent. In our 
1997 paper we suggested for ratio estimates that if the 
combined sample is sufficiently large so that a Taylor Series 
approximation is acceptable, then the “usual” approximation 
to the variance for a ratio could be used. That is, the 
variance could be estimated using the approximation 
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As one would expect, this is the same variance estimator for 
the combined ratio estimate as Rao, Scott and Benhin 
construct using their estimating equations technique. 

The use of the combined resampled samples for esti-
mating regression coefficients is also addressed by RSB. 
They have developed a variance estimate, using the esti-
mating equations technique, which appears to work well and 
further expands the possibilities for the use of resampling 
techniques. Their result also allows further research on the 
properties of the estimated variance in combined samples. 

In the RSB regression example, it is not clear whether the 
variance estimate for 0B  has converged. The question of 
convergence of the estimates of error for nonlinear para-
meters is an interesting one, especially since these estimates 
are likely to be used to calibrate the process. (By calibration 
we mean the determination of when “enough” samples have 
been drawn, based on the desired use.) In the case of 
estimating a parameter, the only information available for 
calibration may be the comparison of the combined esti-
mate, for example, to the original estimate from the complex 
design, and the comparison of their estimated standard 
errors. That is, while we may know that the variance will 
converge, only the estimates of variance are available for 
calibration. 

Consider the following example where the inverse 
sample algorithm is used to invert a design with three strata 
and the minimum stratum sample size is two. Therefore, 
each re-sample is of size 2=m  and one would not expect 
fast convergence. Two ratios are estimated. Using 1,000 re-
samples, the point estimates from the combined samples are 
within ±1.0% of the original estimates; using 10,000 re-
samples the point estimates are within ±0.3% of the original 
estimates.  

The estimates of the standard errors behave quite 
differently, however. For each parameter, Table 1 shows the 
ratio of the estimated standard error for the combined simple 
random samples to the estimated standard error of the 
original stratified estimate. The estimate of variance for the 
combined estimates was calculated using the method 
described above.  

 
Table 1 

Ratio of Estimated Standard Errors: Combined Estimate  
to Original Estimate 

 

 Parameter 1,000 samples 10,000 samples 

Totals 1X  1.22 1.03 

 1Y  1.21 0.99 

Ratio Estimate 111 / XYR =  1.07 1.07 

Totals 2X  1.02 0.95 

 2Y  0.94 0.93 

Ratio Estimate 222 / XYR =  0.46 0.98 

 

Using 1,000 re-sampled simple random samples, the 
estimated standard error of the combined estimate of 1X  is 
22% larger than the estimated standard error for the original 
stratified estimate of .1X  Incidentally, this was not 
surprising to us. With 10,000 re-samples, the standard error 
for the combined estimate is reasonably close to that of the 
original stratified estimate. Similar results are seen for the 
estimate of .1Y  The standard error for the combined estimate 
of the ratio 1R  however converges more quickly, and 
appears to be relatively stable. 

Consider the second set of variables. This time the 
standard errors for the combined estimates of the totals 2X  
and 2Y  appear to have converged with only 1,000 samples. 
On the other hand, the standard error for the estimate of 2R  
is severely under-estimated, as compared to the standard 
error of the original stratified estimate. An additional 9,000 
draws, however, increases the estimated standard error for 
the ratio so that it is approximately equal to that of the 
original estimator. 

Clearly, more analysis on the use of inverse sampling and 
the variance estimation for ratio and regression estimates is 
needed. Also, this example points out that the calibration of 
the inverse sample must consider all parameters of interest.  

The remainder of the discussion considers two areas of 
interest where inverse sampling may be useful: providing 
public use data, and modeling or regression analysis. These 
two problems also illustrate two general types of data usage 
that may require different approaches to calibration.  

Public-Use Data – The goal of using inverse sampling 
may be to provide public use data that will give substantially 
similar estimates as the estimates from the complex design, 
while permitting implementation of commonly available 
data analysis procedures using traditional computer 
software. If inference based on inverse-sample techniques 
can be demonstrated to be consistent with full complex-
sample techniques, then data users with limited computer 
resources can perform select design-based analyses using 
mainstream statistical software. The results in the RSB 
paper expand the theory, providing conditions where the use 
of such resampling techniques is applicable. 

A necessary feature in public-use data is the protection of 
confidentiality. For federal statistical agencies in the United 
States, public use files have been one of the responses to 
achieving the goal of “openness” (e.g., Duncan, Jabine and 
deWolf 1993). However, the growing electronic availability 
of data of all sorts through the Internet and the advances in 
record linkage software can be seen to endanger this 
openness (e.g., Doyle, Lane, Theeuwes and Zayatz 2001). 

The goals of public use data can come into conflict 
when, for example, the information on the nature of the 
sample selection must be provided, implicitly or explicitly, 
for the calculation of design-based variances, but this 
information significantly increases the likelihood of 
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identifying an individual. In many surveys, geographical 
location plays an important part in the sampling, but the 
finer details of the geographical sampling structures cannot 
be released with the data without endangering the 
confidentiality of the individuals. If the geographical 
sampling structures are deleted to maintain confidentiality, 
then the data become difficult to analyze using the 
standard design-based methods. In this case, the use of 
inverse sampling would allow the release of data without 
the finer details of the geographical structures, for 
example, while still allowing analysis using the standard 
methods. 

For example, the US National Health Interview Survey 
(NHIS) uses state-level stratification and selects counties 
and metropolitan areas for the sample. A public use file is 
released for the NHIS data in a form where the complex 
sample structure is simplified to that of a stratified design 
with two PSUs imbedded within each stratum. The original 
design strata and PSUs were masked in part using some of 
the techniques discussed in Eltinge (1999) and Parsons and 
Eltinge (1999). This masked “2 PSUs per stratum” design 
can be used to calculate variances. We investigated the 
NHIS design to see if inverse sampling was applicable for 
providing public use data (Hinkins and Scheuren 2001) and 
we found that it was not possible to invert the design down 
to the level of detail that was useful to data analysts. We still 
believe that inverse sampling can be an attractive option for 
providing public use data sets, when the design is invertible. 
It is not necessarily a viable option, however, unless its use 
is anticipated in the original design, so that invertible 
designs are used.  

Another possible use of inverse sampling should be 
mentioned with respect to this example. For analytical 
domains covering most of the strata, the variance estimators 
from the NHIS public use data will be stable, i.e., the 
estimators have large associated degrees of freedom. But for 
subpopulations that are less geographically dispersed, that 
cover few strata, the resulting degrees of freedom may be 
very small, and the variance estimate may be quite unstable. 
In such instances, it may be possible to produce a more 
stable variance estimator by drawing many, many samples 
from the public use design. In this case, rather than 
providing public use data, the inverse sampling might be 
used as a “black box” variance calculator that would provide 
more stable variance estimators for rare items in the 
population. 

Modeling and Graphical Applications – Inverse 
sampling can be used to provide data in a form that allows 
greater analysis potential. This may be particularly valuable 
when there are multiple uses for the data. A natural example 
grows out of our initial proposal for using a resampling 
approach for the Statistics of Income (SOI) stratified 
samples of corporate tax returns. The underlying population 
is highly skewed (a relatively few large units accounting for 
a large percentage of the total value) and in order to provide 

efficient estimates of annual totals, a highly stratified sample 
design is used. However for economists, another important 
use of the data is modeling economic activity and 
developing tax models, which is not the same problem as 
calculating a finite population regression estimate.  

Another such example, from EPA, is a large stratified 
sample of US lakes from which water chemistry 
measurements were made in order to provide background 
measurements relating to acid rain. These data were also of 
great interest to biologists who were interested in modeling 
certain aspects of the chemical and physical relationships.  

Interpreting regression models in finite population 
sampling can be confusing. There are many well thought- 
out approaches to regression in a complex sample setting, 
but the simplified rule of thumb is that you generally can’t 
ignore the design structure (for example the sample 
weights.) To analysts interested in modeling the underlying 
parametric structure, this can seem counter-intuitive. And if 
the design is ignored, one can get the wrong answer unless 
either there are no missing regressors or the design is not 
confounded with regressors (both unlikely in our experience 
for complex designs). A simple random sample satisfies the 
second requirement. In the case of the SOI sample, if 
economists were interested in modeling the structure of the 
small to medium corporations, for example, then fairly large 
simple random samples could be generated from the 
stratified design. And a combination of multiple draws 
might provide a reasonable data base.  

Finally, the use of graphical techniques in modeling and 
regression analysis is very important for understanding how 
a variable depends on other predictor variables. Even in the 
simple problem with one or two predictors of a dependent 
variable, the graphical display of relationships using 
weighted sample data is difficult. The analysis of residuals 
and the detection of outliers are more difficult with 
weighted data. Graphing is a powerful tool for extracting 
information from data. This would seem to be an area where 
the use of inverse sampling specifically for producing 
simple random samples should be considered. 

As RSB rightly note in their conclusions, there are still 
many opportunities for further research and analysis. Their 
paper makes significant steps in advancing the theory and 
the application potential for the use of resampling 
procedures, opening doors to more opportunities.   
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1. Introduction  
We thank the discussants, John Eltinge and Susan 

Hinkins, for their insightful comments and for suggesting 
some topics for further research on inverse sampling. In our 
rejoinder, we will attempt to address some of the issues 
raised by the discussants. 

Our research on inverse sampling was motivated by the 
pioneering work of Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren (1997) 
(henceforth HOS). The latter authors developed several 
inverse sampling algorithms and provided some appli-
cations. They also noted the potential of inverse sampling in 
providing public-use microdata files, consisting of multiple 
simple random subsamples, that can be used to make valid 
inferences, such as regression and categorical data analysis, 
and to develop graphical displays of the data. The main 
contributions of our article is to provide some theoretical 
support (Theorems )51 −  and to develop the combined 
estimating equations (CEE) approach (section 5) to handle a 
variety of analyses of the data, such as linear and logistic 
regression, even when the subsample sizes are small. We 
have developed a linearization inverse-sampling variance 
estimator (equations (5.17) and (5.20)) that can be computed 
from the microdata file, and provided conditions for its 
convergence to the full-sample linearization variance 
estimator as the number of subsamples, g  tends to .∞   
(i) Point estimation of a total  
 

In the context of estimating a total ,Y=θ  we proposed 
the inverse-sampling estimator gŶ  given by (4.1) and 
showed that as ,∞→g  it converges to the full-sample 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator under the condition =π )(~

0si  

iπ~  for all is ⊃0  (see Theorem 3). Eltinge raised the im-
portant issue of improving the efficiency of ,ˆ

gY  for a given 
.g  To this end, he suggested that single inverse sampling 

may be viewed as special type of two-phase sampling, and 
that using this analogy one could implement ratio or 
regression-based inverse-sampling estimators by construc-
ting a public-use data set consisting of g  subsamples, 

,...,,1},);,{( * gjsiy jii =∈x  supplemented by the full-
sample estimated totals X̂  for a vector of auxiliary vari-
ables, .x  For example, a ratio inverse-sampling estimator is 
given by ,ˆ)ˆ/ˆ(ˆ XXYY ggrg =  where gX̂  is the inverse-
sampling estimator of the total .X  Eltinge remarked that 
some additional auxiliary information may be required for 
variance estimation. It would be useful to pursue Eltinge’s 
suggestions; one of us (E. Benhin) is looking into variance 
estimation. Benhin is also studying the analogues of 
full-sample calibration (or generalized regression) esti-
mators constructed from multiple inverse samples (sub-
samples). 

Eltinge also noted that in some cases the full-sample 
weights are adjusted to avoid problems with variance 
inflation induced by influential observations. He raised the 
question whether it is possible to modify the inverse sam-
pling algorithms such that the resulting inverse-sampling 
estimator, say ,

~
gY  converges to the adjusted-weight full-

sample estimator, say, ,
~
Y  as .∞→g  This appears to be a 

challenging problem, but it may be possible to achieve 
approximate solutions.  
(ii) Nonlinear parameters   

In section 3 we considered a “separate” inverse sampling 
estimator, ,ˆ

gθ  of a nonlinear parameter ,θ  such as a ratio 
of totals ,/ RXY ==θ  and noted that gθ̂  can lead to large 
bias if the subsample size, ,m  is small. This is due to the 
fact that the bias of gθ̂  is of the order .1−m  In her 
discussion, Hinkins noted that HOS were in fact aware of 
this problem and that HOS commented briefly on estimating 
the ratio R  (page 18 of HOS). In particular, HOS suggested 
the estimation of the numerator Y  and the denominator X  
separately, leading to the “combined” inverse-sampling 
estimator, ,ˆ/ˆˆ

gggc XYR =  which follows as a special case 
of our CEE approach (see section 5.2). In section 5.1, we 
have spelled out the combined approach of HOS for the 
ratio ,R  at the suggestion of the Associate Editor, Fritz 
Scheuren.  
(iii) Approximate variance estimator  

Eltinge noted that approximate full-sample variance 
estimators, such as those based on stratum collapse, have 
been proposed in the literature and that it may be possible to 
develop inverse sampling procedures based on the approx-
imate “variance estimation design” rather than the original 
sampling design. Such procedures may lead to larger sub-
sample sizes, .m  For example, in the case of stratified two-
stage sampling with two clusters per stratum, we have 

2=m  and m  can be increased by stratum collapsing. This 
in turn may require a smaller number of subsamples, ,g  
compared to the number of subsamples for the original 
design. Alternatively, for a given ,g  we may be able to 
obtain a more stable variance estimator, provided the full-
sample approximate variance estimator is deemed to be 
satisfactory. 

For PPS sampling without replacement, practitioners 
often assume that the sampling was with replacement to 
estimate the variance. In this case, HOS noted that “an 
inverse algorithm would exist to the same order of approxi-
mation as was being assumed to estimate variances” (page 
16 of HOS).   
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(iv) Number of subsamples  
The stability of the inverse-sampling variance estimator 

depends on the number of subsample, ,g  drawn from the 
full-sample and the function (or parameter) being estimated. 
For smaller ,g  the variance estimator can even take 
negative values. Also, when m  is very small (as in the case 
of stratified two-stage sampling with two clusters per 
stratum), we will need a very large g  to obtain a stable 
inverse-sampling variance estimator. We can increase m  
either by the approximate methods noted in (iii) or by 
drawing stratified random subsamples, provided confiden-
tiality requirements or other considerations do not preclude 
the use of stratified subsamples. 

Hinkins noted that the number of subsamples, ,g  may 
be determined by “calibrating” the inverse-sampling esti-
mates and variance estimates to the corresponding full-
sample values, and that the resulting g  might vary signif-
icantly across parameters of interest. To illustrate the latter 
point, Hinkins studied the case of three strata and minimum 
stratum sample size of two, and computed the ratio, ,r  of 
the inverse-sampling variance estimator to the full-sample 
variance estimator for two ratios 111 / XYR =  and 

./ 222 XYR =  Hinkins showed that the use of 000,1=g  
subsamples leads to poor calibration for 46.0(2 =rR  
compare to 98.0=r  with ).000,10=g  This result is 
somewhat surprising, but it could be attributed to the 
instability of the inverse-sampling variance estimator with 
subsample .2=m  Hinkins noted that the inverse-sampling 
variance estimator for the intercept term 0B  in our Table 2 
(denote CEE) may be behaving somewhat erratically as g  
increases. We agree with her, but it is difficult to address the 
question of convergence for nonlinear parameters such as 

.0B  Clearly, we need more work on the choice of g  for 
variance estimation under inverse sampling. Fritz Scheuren 
noted in private correspondence that “the data user does 
know, however, what the main users are going to do, so g 
can be chosen with the important parameters in mind. But, 
of course, not all”.   
(v) Analysis of survey data  

Computations of valid standard errors of parameter 
estimators from a full-sample microdata set may not be 
feasible in the context of stratified multistage sampling 
without the identification of clusters and strata on the data 
file. Even when the necessary information for standard error 
calculations is available on the data set, an analyst may lack 
appropriate complete-survey software for many (or all) of 
the intended analyses, as noted by Eltinge. On the other 
hand, valid standard errors may be obtained via the CEE 
approach using microdata files containing multiple simple 
random subsamples without the need for survey weights, 
clusters identifiers, etc. Moreover, as noted by Eltinge, the 
additional computational steps for implementing the CEE 
approach “impose a relatively low incremental burden on 
the analyst, or can be absorbed into the analytic software 
that is transparent to the analyst”. However, we need further 

work on providing the necessary enhancements to standard 
software in order to implement the CEE method in practice. 

Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren (1995) combined the sub-
samples to test independence in a 22×  contingency table. 
Their Pearson chi-squared statistic is of the form 

),ˆˆ(/)ˆˆˆ()(
2

1

2

1

22
jggi

i j
jggiijg PPPPPgmX ++

= =
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where ijgP̂  is the inverse-sampling combined estimator of 
the th),( ji  cell proportion ijP  calculated from g  sub-
samples each of size ,m  and == ++ ∑ jgj ijggi PPP ˆ,ˆˆ  
∑ i ijgP .ˆ  It is clear from the form of 2X  that it increases 
with g  so that the probability of rejecting the null hypoth-
esis also increases with .g  Hinkins, Oh and Scheuren 
(1995) noted that it may  be possible to determine the 
number of subsampling, ,g  to combine to achieve the 
desired test level using .2X  This idea looks interesting, but 
actual implementation of the method needs further study, 
especially for testing hypotheses in multi-way tables. 
Instead of using this approach, it is possible to develop first- 
and second-order Rao-Scott corrections to 2X  by using the 
multiple subsamples to implement Rao and Scott (1984) 
corrections, based on the concept of design effects. These 
adjusted 2X  will be valid for any .g  Benhin is currently 
studying the Rao-Scott corrections in the context of inverse 
sampling. As ,∞→g  the corrected 2X  will converge to 
the Rao-Scott adjusted 2X  based on the full-sample.   
(vi) Graphical displays and modeling   

Direct application of standard methods for statistical 
graphics and modeling to complex survey data may produce 
misleading graphs and models, as noted by Eltinge, due to 
the effects of clustering, unequal weights, stratification and 
other features of the survey data. On the other hand, it is 
appropriate to apply standard methods to data from a single 
inverse sample (or subsample), provided the subsample is 
simple random sample unconditionally. However, the sub-
sample size, ,m  is typically small and hence the subsample 
data set is not informative for graphical displays or 
modeling. The size of the data set may be increased to gm  
by combining the g  subsamples, but the application of 
standard methods (e.g., scatter plots) to the combined data 
set can produce misleading displays and inferences because 
the subsamples are unconditionally correlated. Eltinge made 
some useful suggestions on accounting for the unconditional 
correlation in the context of bivariate density estimation, but 
much work remains to be done in the area of statistical 
graphics and modeling using multiple inverse samples.  
(vii) Confidentiality of microdata  

As noted by Eltinge, a major potential attraction of 
inverse sampling is that it allows the calculation of point 
estimators, standard errors, etc. from the microdata file, 
consisting of multiple subsamples, without the knowledge 
of weights, cluster labels or stratum labels. This feature 
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allows the reduction of identification risk induced by the 
knowledge of cluster labels etc. It could be a challenging 
task to evaluate the extent to which the data file of multiple 
subsamples allows data users to reconstruct weights or 
cluster labels. Note that the characteristic values reported on 
the data file of inverse samples are real in the sense of 
corresponding to the values in the full sample. 

If the full sample is a PPS cluster sample and the sub-
samples are obtained by selecting one element from each 
cluster, then cluster identification may be avoided by first 
randomly permuting the data vectors within each subsample 
and then reporting the permuted subsamples. The CEE 
approach is invariant to permutations of data vectors within 
each subsample. 

It should be noted that the confidentiality protection 
provided by the data set with multiple subsamples is never 
more than the protection provided by a simple random full 
sample. Various methods have been proposed in the litera-
ture for limiting disclosure in microdata obtained from 
simple random sampling, such as microdata masking (see 
e.g., Cox 1994). We can use similar methods on the data set 
with multiple subsamples, if necessary. Raghunathan, Reiter 
and Rubin (2002) proposed multiple imputation for 
statistical disclosure limitation in the context of simple 
random sampling. The basic idea behind their proposal is to 
simulate multiple copies of the population by imputing for 
the nonsampled values using an imputation model based on 
auxiliary variables available for all the units in the 
population and then releasing a random sample from each of 
the synthetic populations. They used a parametric model-
based approach and an approximate Bayesian bootstrap 
method for imputing the nonsampled values. The parametric 
approach protects confidentiality more effectively since the 
imputed values do not contain observed records, unlike the 
approximate Bayesian bootstrap, but it is far more suscep-
tible to misspecifications of the imputation models. Note 
that the Raghunathan et al. (2002) method is fundamentally 
different from our method for complex full-samples. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that the variance estimator of 
Raghunathan et al. is given by the variance between the 

imputed data estimators minus the average of the imputed 
data variance estimators, whereas our variance estimator 
(3.3) is given by the average of the subsample variance 
estimators minus the variance between the subsample 
estimators. In the case of multiple imputation for missing 
data, the variance estimator is given by the average of the 
imputed data variance estimators plus the variance between 
the imputed data estimators, treating the imputed values as 
the true values.  
(viii) Concluding remarks  

As noted by Hinkins, inverse sampling is not necessarily 
a viable operation unless its use is anticipated at the 
full-sample design stage to permit the use of invertible 
designs. Currently, we do not have inverse sampling 
procedures for several commonly used full-sample designs. 
For example, consider single stage cluster sampling with 
probability proportional to a measure of cluster size ,

~
iM  

not necessarily equal to the actual cluster size .iM  In this 
case, we cannot apply the algorithm in Case 3 of section 2 to 
get a simple random subsample. 

Further work is clearly needed on developing suitable 
algorithms to achieve exact matching or at least approxi-
mate matching with simple random sampling or stratified 
random sampling. As Fritz Scheuren noted in private 
communication, “this stuff is fun, but lots of fence to paint 
yet”. 

We thank the Associate Editor, Fritz Scheuren, for his 
interesting observations on our rejoinder. 
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